Call (800)252-5290

Fax (978)658-6142

INK GUARD P5629

RD90 SPRAY LUBRICANT S7182

night or weekends.
x Eliminates washups; works with any type of ink.
x Prevents skinning; delays drying of inks in screens.

types of machinery and equipment.
x Stops squeaking, prevents rust, displaces moisture.
x Use on parts, shafts, and rotary systems of all types
of graphic arts equipment.

x For longer-term screen print stoppages such as over-

COMPUTER SCREEN TERMINAL CLEANER

x Fast drying and non-streaking cleaner for use on all

screens and monitors.
x Dissipates electrostatic charge which attracts dust and
other particular matter.
x Non-abrasive, anti-stat and anti-fogging additives will
not scratch terminal surfaces.

x An long-lasting industrial oil-based lubricant for all

TFE-DRY LUBR. RELEASE AGENT SP101

x
x
x
x

C-60 SOLVENT CLNR & DE-GREASER S7183

PLASTIC SPRAY CLEAR FIXATIVE SP201

x Removes oil and grease stains, ink, and fresh paints.
x Non-flammable; safe to use while running machines

x Provides a clear acrylic protective coating to artwork,
proofs, photos, etc.

x Highly-flexible; water-resistant; quick-drying.
x Will not harm artwork of any kind.
x Offers protection against constant handling.

without disrupting production.

x Effective for cleaning oily and greasy parts while
servicing and repairing presses and other equipment.

SPRAY ADHESIVE #66 S5834

x
x
x
x

Non-wrinkling, water-resistant and repositionable
Use for both temporary and permanent bonds.
Bonds many materials easily.
Ideal for quick layouts, paste-ups, and labeling.

RUBBER CLEANER & REJUVENATOR S7337

x
x
x
x
x

FAST TACK ADHESIVE #87 S8381

x
x
x
x

x 11.24oz Aerosol Can
x With Teflon
x Chain Cleaner & Lubricant in 1 step

Enhances production; prolongs parts life.
Restores ink-laden, hardened rollers and blankets.
Removes difficult soil on copier covers and flaps.
Removes glazing resulting from friction, ink, etc.
Can be used while presses are running.

MATTE FIXATIVE SP204

x Provides clear, permanent, waterproof protection for

Non-staining formula
Ideal for lightweight bonding applications
Fast tack. High solids
No chlorinated solvents.

LITHCO CHAIN CLEANER & LUBE
x LIT8274

Easy-to-use colorless dry lubricant release agent.
Non-staining. Contains neither silicone nor oil.
Remains clean and dry during use.
Perfect as a general liquid masking to release rubber
and plastic check printing plates.

artwork, opaque negatives, etc.

x Quick-drying matte finish may be worked over with
any art medium.
x Will not alter art technique or effect when used as
directed.

FILM CLEANER #205 S7338

x
x
x
x
x

An easy-to-use, quick-drying film cleaner.
Easily removes tape marks, adhesives, inks, and dirt
Safely cleans film positives and negatives.
Helps reproductions turn out crisp, clean, sharp.
Not recommended for diazo, scanner drums, plastics

Sprayway aerosols are available by the can or in cases of 12 cans.
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